Dear Parents:
Below is an outline for Kyoto Lesson Spring Camp 2021. Be advised it is still under
development, and is subject to change.

Daily Schedule
10:00-10:30
10:30-11:00
11:00-11:45
11:45-12:00
12:00-12:50
1:00-1:30
1:30-2:15
2:15-3:00
3:00-3:45
3:45-4:00

greeting time, unpack, songs
discuss the lesson for the day
lesson 1
prep for lunch (toilet, hand washing)
lunch time (if finished early students can have reading time/activity)
free time / activity time
lesson 2
group reading / video
wrap up activities connected to day’s lessons
prep for going home

Science Monday (March 29th): Animals
Summary: For Science Monday, students will learn about various kinds of felines that live on our
planet, and the different underwater animals that live in the oceans.Based on this, kids will write
a story about cats, and be able to answer questions and talk about whales, dolphins, and other
aquatic life.

Tech Tuesday (March 30th): Logic and Tech
Summary: For Tech Tuesday, students will learn about logical thinking and deduction by trying
to solve some simple puzzles and challenges. They will learn and play some games that teach
deduction, and reinforce mathematical thinking.

Arbor Wednesday (March 31): Trees
Summary: For Arbor Wednesday, students will study the life of a tree, how they develop, and
the important role they play in life on Earth. Kids will learn how trees grow, the important
functions of a tree, and how those functions are important for living.

Wordy Thursday (April 1st): Language
Summary: For Wordy Thursday, students will study the formation of words. They will learn how
the way words are made can change their meaning. This includes understanding the ideas and
use of prefixes, suffixes, and comparatives.

Journalism Friday (April 2): Newspaper
Summary: On Friday, children will create a magazine reflecting on the activities and lessons
during the week. This might include articles, drawings, stories, and so forth. The goal is for
students to report on activities both past and present and put them together in a magazine.

